
Hoopla Scavenger Hunt! 
 

With no holds or waiting, Hoopla allows you to borrow eBooks, audiobooks, comics, movies, 

music and more 24/7 with no late fees. Complete this scavenger hunt and learn more! 

 

1. You can download or stream movies on Hoopla! Find the poster with this DVD image and 

write down the DVD title pictured on it:  ______________________________________ 

 

2.  Hoopla has tons of music you can listen to! Find the poster with this Moana soundtrack CD 

image on it and write down the number of tracks it has:  ____________________________ 

 

3.  Like to read eBooks? Hoopla has you covered! Find this Jan Brett poster and write a favorite 

title from the 3 titles listed:  ___________________________________________________ 
 

4.  Hoopla has your favorite TV shows, like Wild Kratts! Find the poster with this giraffe image 

on it and write down the dewey decimal number for giraffes listed on it:  ______________ 

 

5.  Audiobooks are so popular and Hoopla has tons! Find an audiobook that you would like to 

read and write the name of the narrator who recorded it:  __________________________ 

 

6.  Guess who has tons of graphic novels ready to download or stream...Hoopla! Find a  

Pokémon book and write how many pages it has:  __________________________________ 
 

7.  Hoopla has a kid-friendly setting: “Kids Mode” that makes finding picture books easy! Find a 

picture book by Patricia Polacco and write down the year it was published:  _____________  

 

8.  With Hoopla, you can enjoy picture books with a “read-along” feature! Find the  poster of 

Winnie the Pooh and write down the book title you find here:________________________   

 

9.  Hoopla has tons of comics ready to download and read! Find a poster in the room that has 

the word READ in it and write down the character featured:  _________________________ 

 

10.  We can’t wait to hear how much you like using Hoopla! Write down the name of someone 

in your life who loves to read:  _________________________________________________ 

**Once you have finished, see the librarian to receive a small prize! ** 


